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An Iterative Model for Fractal Antennas:
Application to the Sierpinski Gasket Antenna
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Abstract—A simple model that explains the behavior of the
Sierpinski fractal antenna is presented. This model shows that
the multiband behavior of the Sierpinski fractal antenna is a
consequence of its fractal nature. The model is applied to predict
the behavior of the Sierpinski fractal antenna when the flare angle
is modified and its validity is assessed by comparing its predictions
with measured data.

Index Terms—Antennas, fractals, multifrequency antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE multiband behavior of the fractal Sierpinski dipole has
been presented and discussed in [1]–[3]. The analysis and

results showed that the antenna had a log-periodic behavior, the
log-period being related to the self-similarity scale factor of the
antenna.

The current distribution on the Sierpinski gasket shows that
the most of the current density concentrates on the joints and
edges of the different triangle clusters that make up the Sier-
pinski gasket [3]. This fact suggested a very simple iterative
transmission line model for the Sierpinski antenna that will be
discussed in Section II. This simple model based on the itera-
tive transmission line model has already been successfully ap-
plied to predict the behavior of the Sierpinski microstrip net-
work [4], and it shows that the multiband properties of the Sier-
pinski gasket are inherent to its fractal structure. The validity
of the model is assessed by applying the iterative transmission
line model to three fractal Sierpinski antennas with flare angles
of , , and . The measured results
are in good agreement with the predictions made by the model.
On the other hand, as suggested by [5] it is possible to modify
the input impedance of triangular antennas such as the bow-tie
antenna by changing the flare angle of the antenna. A similar
conclusion is reached for the Sierpinski antenna. In Section III
the patterns and the current distributions of the Sierpinski an-
tenna for different flare angles are presented. The patterns and
the current distribution help to understand some of the limita-
tions of this kind of antennas.
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Fig. 1. Sierpinski gaskets with different flare angle: (a)� = 90 , (b) � =

60 , (c) � = 30 .

II. I TERATIVE TRANSMISSIONLINE MODEL

The way the Sierpinski gasket is built can be understood as
an iterative feed-back process, where a set of similarity transfor-
mations are iteratively applied to an initiator [6]. For the Sier-
pinski gasket three similarity transformations are required, each
one of them consists on a reduction by a scale factor of 0.5 and a
translation. The very same process employed in the construction
of the Sierpinski gasket is used in the definition of the iterative
transmission line model. As initiator a three port network is con-
sidered. It is assumed that the initiator of the Sierpinski gasket
is an isosceles triangle; consequently, due to the symmetry and
reciprocity properties of the initiator the matrix has the fol-
lowing structure:

(1)

that is, four parameters are necessary to fully describe the net-
work. Given one iteration the next one is built as shown in [4].
After a simple, but rather lengthy analysis it can be shown that
the corresponding parameters of the next iteration can
be written as

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 2. Input impedance for the Sierpinski gasket antenna according to the transmission line iterative model.

(5)

where the auxiliary parameters, , , , , are defined
as

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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Fig. 3. Measured input impedance for the Sierpinski gasket antenna for� = 30 , � = 60 , � = 90 .

The input reflection coefficient of the three port network
when ports 2 and 3 are loaded by and , respectively, is
given by

(12)

where, again, the auxiliary parameters and are defined
as

(13)

(14)

For the equilateral Sierpinski, that is, flare angle ,
additional symmetry relations can be found and thematrix
can be written as

(15)

The recursion relations of (2)–(5) simplify to

(16)
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Fig. 4. Radiation pattern for the90 Sierpinski monopole.

Fig. 5. Radiation pattern for the30 Sierpinski monopole.

(17)

This very simple recursive model allows to predict the be-
havior of the input parameters of the Sierpinski antenna for
any iteration stage. Any symmetrical, reciprocal three-port net-
work able to store electric and magnetic energy could be used
to model the initiator. For the following results a symmetrical

junction of lossy lines has been considered. The length of

the transmission lines is simply determined by the height of
the whole gasket, the number of iterations, and the flare angle.
In order to account for the radiation losses a finitefactor
has been considered by introducing an attenuation factor in the
transmission lines. The characteristic impedance of the trans-
mission lines of the three-port equivalent circuit has been em-
pirically adjusted to , where is the reference impedance.

This model does not make a good prediction of the antenna
impedance at low frequencies, that is, below the first resonance.
The accuracy of the model can be improved if the ports 2 and
3 of the complete Sierpinski network are loaded to take into
account the radiation resistance at low frequencies, that appears
to be underestimated by the lossy transmission model. To take
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Fig. 6. Current distribution on the antennas.

into account this effect a frequency dependent resistive load of
the form

(18)

has been chosen, whereis the height of the antenna. The par-
abolic dependence as a function of the frequency takes into
account the radiation resistance behavior of a small antenna.
At higher frequencies the effect of the terminating load is ne-
glectable for two reasons. First, as the frequency increases the
load tends to be an open circuit, and second due to the radiation
losses of the antenna the current does not reach the tips of the
antenna; consequently, at high frequencies, the value of the ter-
minating load is irrelevant.

Three Sierpinski gaskets, as shown in Fig. 1, with flare angles
of , , and , were built and tested. The
antennas were measured in a monopole configuration over an
80 80 cm ground plane. The antennas were etched on CuClad
250 dielectric substrate ( , width mm), and the
height for the three antennas was 8.9 cm. The input reflection

coefficient was measured relative to . Fig. 2 shows the
result for the iterative transmission line model, and Fig. 3 shows
the measured results. The log-periodic behavior of the antennas
is clearly evinced when the resonant frequency at each band is
considered. Except for the first band, the resonant frequencies
for the monopole Sierpinski antenna can be computed as

(19)

where
speed of light;
height of the monopole;
flare angle;
log-period (two in this case);
band number.

The first band is referred as the bowtie mode of the antenna.
At the first resonance, the truncation effect is clearly dominant
in the Sierpinski antenna and the etched holes are not signifi-
cant due to their size compared to the wavelength as reported in
[3]. Equation (19), clearly evinces two important facts about the
Sierpinski gasket antenna, the log-periodic behavior, and that
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the resonant frequencies are associated to the gasket edge length
rather than to its height.

The iterative transmission line model provides a good pre-
diction of the behavior of the Sierpinski antenna. The number
of resonant frequencies is correctly predicted and it is also
shown that as the flare angle increases the resonant fre-
quencies move to lower frequencies. As the height of the
antenna is the same for the three cases, the increase of the
flare angle implies longer edges of the triangles. The fact
that the transmission line model correctly predicts the fre-
quency down shifting corroborates the assumption that the
current distribution on the antenna is basically supported on
the edges. The iterative transmission line model does not
assume any mutual effects between different antenna clus-
ters, however, the model is accurate enough the predict the
overall behavior of the antenna. It even predicts the double
resonances that appear for in the upper three bands.
The significance of these double resonances will be discussed
in the following section. The major differences appear in the
prediction of the impedance at the anti-resonant frequencies.
Finally, it is important to notice that the multiband properties
of the antenna stem from the iterative way it is constructed
and that has been replicated by the iterative transmission
line model.

III. RADIATION PATTERNS

The measured radiation patterns of the fractal Sierpinski
monopoles are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 for the flare an-
gles of and , respectively. The pattern
corresponding to the bowtie mode, that is, the first band
is omitted. The patterns corresponding to can be
found in [3] and are not reproduced here. The patterns show
the component of the radiated field. Two frequencies have
been measured at each band. For the case the lower
band has not been measured as it is below the capabilities
of the antenna range. The patterns for exhibit some
characteristics already found for . The pattern has a
log-periodic behavior, that is the same pattern is found when
the frequency is multiplied by a factor of 2. On the other
hand, the pattern changes within the same band, therefore,
it is not a frequency independent antenna. The patterns for

exhibit a different behavior. As the frequency in-
creases the pattern has an increasing number of lobes. This
behavior resembles more that of a linear monopole than the
multiband behavior of the fractal antenna. A better under-
standing of the behavior of the antenna can be gained from
the current distribution.

The current distribution of the three antennas has been
computed by means of the FDTD method. The total cur-
rent distribution is shown in Fig. 6. For the cases in which

and the current distribution has a sim-
ilar pattern from band to band, except for a scale factor.
The antennas have an active region whose size reduces by
a factor of two every time the frequency is increased by
a factor of two. On the contrary, in the case the
current distribution is not confined to an active region but
it is distributed along the whole geometry of the antenna.

The explanation has to be found in the shorter length of the
edges of the triangular clusters for . In this case,
the antenna becomes a poor radiator and the current distri-
bution is not confined to an active region but it reaches the
end of the antenna. This fact was already anticipated by the
input parameters of the antenna. The fact that for
double resonances were predicted by the iterative transmis-
sion line model and actually measured, suggests a double
mode of operation of this antenna. One of them is what can
be called the Sierpinski mode associated with the first reso-
nance of the corresponding scale of the fractal. The second
mode corresponds to harmonic resonances of the larger scales
of the fractal. The superposition of both modes causes the
current distribution on the antenna to extend to the whole
structure. The result is seen in the radiation patterns of the
antenna. The proper interpretation of this result shows that
the Sierpinski fractal antenna can be interpreted as a suc-
cession of resonators embedded in each other. In this case
each resonator has a reduction in scale of two, therefore, the
fundamental resonant frequency doubles for each resonator.
For large flare angles just the fundamental resonant mode
of one resonator is excited, but for smaller flare angles and
due to the smaller radiation losses harmonic modes of the
larger resonators are also excited. Similar limitation should
be expected in fractal structures in which poor radiation re-
sistance of the individual clusters would lead to a masking
of the log-periodic behavior by the existence of harmonic
resonances in the structure.

IV. CONCLUSION

The iterative transmission line model is a very simple ap-
proach that models the Sierpinski fractal antenna by following
the same iterative process that is employed in the construction
of the Sierpinski gasket. The model gives a good prediction on
the behavior of the antenna including some second-order effects
as the ones discussed for the antenna with . The model
also shows that the log-period nature of the antenna is inherent
to its fractal structure that is somehow replicated by the itera-
tive transmission line model. It has also been highlighted that a
self-similar structure has by its very own nature a log-periodic
behavior, but this behavior can be masked in certain cases by
the presence of harmonic resonances in the structure.
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